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Ⅰ. Abstract
The key factors of many discussions on shrinking towns are focusing
at decreasing population and declining industries. Our study, using Hsinchu County as an example, has found that part of the county (Guanxi
township) is following a typical and traditional town development
pattern, while somewhere else of this county (Zhubei township) shows
rapid growth in real estate but with a high vacancy rate. Even though the
distance between Guanxi and Zhubei is less than 20 kilometers, the spatial development phenomenon of the two townships are both
"shrinking" in the same county but very different in their developing
paths. This study used GIS to overlay the maps from field survey and archive data, such as real estate prices of different years, environmental
hazards and disaster records, local area power consumptions, and vulnerable population data, to clarify the causes and systems behind the
shrinking phenomena of the two townships and to construct a theory of
"shrinking town" in Taiwan. The contribution of this study is the findings
of the tangling relations of the vulnerability from land-enclosure policy,
the system design of local industrial development and urban planning,
and structural factors of environmental hazards.
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Ⅴ- 2. Research Contents - Guanxi

Ⅳ. Literature Reviews
It used to consider population decreasing and industry declining as the major factors for observing
shrinking phenomena. This
study tends to discuss the
causes of tangled relationships of the structural factors such as political vulnerability, local industrial development, and environmental disasters.
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A . Vulnerability Causing by the Return of Cement Industry

Zubei VS. Guanxi

Ⅴ- 1. Research Contents — Zhubei
A . Policy Practice and Spatial Changes

B . Environmental Vulnerability under Industrial Transition

1.The electricity user housing units surrounding THSR is more than
the ones near to Zhubei train station, which means prosperous
development in real estate.
2.Zhubei developing rapidly, the real estate commodity was over
supplied and resulting in the raising of housing price. Later,
owing to government policy failure and supporting facilities
without comprehensive evaluation and planning.
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Ⅱ. Introduction

3.The average electricity consumption at the surrounding area of
THSR station is lower than train station. The low average
electricity consumption may be resulted by the large number
of vacant housing units at the surrounding area of THSR
station.

C . Land and Population Vulnerabilities

B . Housing Prices Analysis

Ⅵ . Research Findings
1.Rapid Developing of Town Land Use Phenomena

(1)Zhubei population grows rapidly, and the urban space continues to expand.

C . Vacancy Rate and Electricity Consumption

(2)Guanxi industrial space has transformed, and the industrial zones (cement industry) is decreasing.
2.The Improperly Managed Township Land Use and Hazard Potential
(1)Government enclosed land to support Zhubei’s urbanization policy. It has altered the existing spatial texture, plus the

Ⅲ.Research Methods

insufficient supporting public facilities, which affected the land infiltration rate and increasing the surface runoff.
(2)Guanxi has high hazard potential conditions, thus the
“Return of Cement Industry” policy should be examined
for its necessity and rationality.
3.Land Development and the Risk of Vacancy Housing
“Slogan-policy” has promoted the real estate benefits,
while results in town governance failure.

